Real-Time Research
Keep up with the latest research from leading analysts worldwide with the extensive
collection of broker and independent research reports provided by S&P Capital IQ™.
We provide streamlined access to research from over 1,400 contributors—including the
world’s largest investment banks, high quality regional brokers, boutiques and independents—along with the tools you need to monitor, search and audit reports efficiently.

ACCESS

PINPOINT

our comprehensive collection of more than
26 million reports covering equity, fixed income,
industry, economic and strategy research

the research you are looking for with our
sophisticated search functionality

STREAMLINE

MONITOR

INTEGRATE

DOWNLOAD

your workflow with integrated access to realtime research, estimates and call transcripts
in a single platform

seamlessly into the proprietary portals of the
world’s leading investment banks. This feature
is exclusively available on S&P Capital IQ.

Winner of Inside
Market Data
Awards 2014:
Best Research Provider

the information most important to you with
saved searches, customized email alerts
and our mobile apps

analyst earnings models in their original Excel
format, including formulas and assumptions
for easy manipulation

Available wherever you are—in the office or on-the-go
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Easily Navigate and Access Reports
S&P Capital IQ takes an integrated approach to information allowing you to quickly and seamlessly locate
Real-Time Research from many areas of our platform. View research from the Investment Research
page, Markets tab, Company Tearsheets, or our auditable Estimates page—and connect seamlessly into
the proprietary portals of the world’s leading investment banks.

No need for separate logins—directly access
each contributor’s portal to view research
and upcoming events

Save Time with Fully Transparent Estimates
S&P Capital IQ’s detailed estimates can be seamlessly audited with a single-click to view the mean
and median break-downs, the contributors, and individual analysts’ detailed estimates with direct
links to the source reports.*

Audit earnings estimates back to the source report

1,400+

Total Contributors

1,000

Active Contributors

190+
Countries

39,000+
Companies

As of August 2014. Access to
research will depend on your
broker entitlements.

*Premium Functionality
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Find Exactly What You Are Looking For
EXPERIENCE ROBUST SEARCH CAPABILITIES
Search filters include:
¬¬ Ticker(s)/Company Name

¬¬ Asset Class

¬¬ Analyst Name

¬¬ Geography

¬¬ Keyword Search on Headline, Body, Synopsis
and Entire Document

¬¬ Languages

¬¬ Date Range (20 years of history)
¬¬ Contributors

¬¬ Primary Symbol
¬¬ Page Length

¬¬ Report Types including Initiation of Coverage
and Industry Overview
Use Table of Contents, Context, Document Thumbnails to preview the report before downloading.

Keep Up With the Latest Research
¬¬ Save your searches for quick retrieval, and designate an access level to share with other users
within your firm.
¬¬ Create a research alert directly from the search criteria, and choose the frequency of your alerts.

ON-THE-GO ACCESS WITH S&P CAPITAL IQ MOBILE APPS
¬¬ Available for iPad and smartphone (Android, BlackBerry, and iPhone).
¬¬ Stay on top of investment research for your Watch Lists, Comp Sets and Portfolios. Quickly sync
these documents for offline access on your iPad.
¬¬ View the latest pricing and volume data, news, filings and transcripts.

AVAILABLE ON

iPad® and smartphone
(Android™, BlackBerry®,
and iPhone®)
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How to Access Investment Research
S&P Capital IQ’s dedicated regional research support specialists are here to assist you on maximizing
your access to the research you are interested in. Send us your contact information for your brokers,
and we will submit your entitlement request and take care of your set-up.
You can also keep track of your entitlements online and submit a request directly through the View/
Request Entitlements page.
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